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1. INTRODUCTION 
An undirected graph (V, E) is a comparability graph if one can assign 
an orientation to the edges which is transitive as a binary relation on the 
vertices. This transitive orientation will be a partial ordering of the 
vertices whose comparability relation is exactly E. Gilmore and Hoffman 
[ 151 and Ghouila-Houri [ 131 characterized comparability graphs, and 
an algorithm for testing transitive orientability and producing such an 
orientation is given in Even, Pnueli, and Lempel[8,21]. An updated version 
of that TRO algorithm appears in Section 5 of this work. 
In each iteration of the TRO algorithm a free choice of an edge is made. 
No matter how these edges are chosen, the number of iterations will 
always be the same for a given undirected graph, thus producing an 
invariant g(E) of the graph. An algebraic abstraction of the TRO 
algorithm, called a G-decomposition scheme, enables us to explain the 
cause of this invariant. We find a new matroid structure associated with 
an undirected graph (not just comparability graphs),, and g(E) equals 
the rank of the matroid. A characterization of this matroid is given in 
Theorem 23. 
Section 4 deals with finding all transitive orientations of a compara- 
bility graph. A construction procedure is given, and the number of 
transitive orientations is a product of factorials. In Section 6 we consider 
the question: If we strengthen the axioms of our ordering, what class of 
graphs will admit such an orientation? Answers are presented for interval 
orders, semiorders and weak orders. Finally, transitive orientation is 
preserved under union, join, and composition of graphs, as Section 7 
shows. 
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It is hoped that this paper will give the reader some indication of the 
usefulness of algebraic techniques in graph theory. 
2. DEFINITXONS 
A graph (V, E) consists of an antireflexive binary relation E over a 
finite’ set V of vertices. The members of E are called arcs or edges arad 
can be thought of as ordered pairs of distinct vertices. Thus we are 
assuming all graphs are loop-free and have no multiple edges. We define 
the relations 
[abEE-l*baEE] and E = E u E-l, 
respectively. A graph is undirected if E = E-l. 
We say that (V’, E’) is a subgraph of (V, E) if V’ C V and E’ C E. 
A graph (V, E) is complete if ab E E for all distinct vertices a, b. Two 
undirected graphs (V, E) and (V, EC) detined on the same set of vertices 
are called complementary if E n EC = o and E t EC is complete. In 
such a case EC is called the complement of E. The symbol + will be used 
to denote the union of mutually disjoint relations or sets. 
An undirected graph (V, E) is called a comparability graph if there 
exists a graph (V, F) such that 
FnF-1 = ,B, F f F-l = E, F”5:6;: 
where F2 = {ac 1 ab, be E F for some vertex b). The relation P is a partial 
ordering of V whose comparability relation is precisely E, and F is called 
a transitive orientation of E. 
Let (V, E) be an undirected graph. Define the binary relation P on E 
as follows: 
ab ra’b’ iff 
I 
either a = a’, bb’ 6 E, 
or b = b’? aa’ $ E. 
The relation I’ represents a type of local forcing. Since E is a~tire~e~~v~ 
ab r ab, however ab $ ba. The reader should not continue until he is 
convinced of this fact. 
The relation .Z” is obviously symmetric. Furthermore, in any transitive 
orientation F of E, clearly 
if ab Ta’b’ and ab E F, then a’b’ E F. 
This property will be strengthened in a moment. 
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The reflexive, transitive closure r* of r is an equivalence relation on E 
and hence partitions E into what we shall call the implication classes 
of E. Thus edges ab and cd are in the same implication class if and only if 
there exists a sequence of edges 
ab = a,b, I’a,b, r *** I’ aebl, = cd, with k 2 0. 
Such a sequence is called a r-chain from ab to cd. We further define 
C(E) = (A j A is an implication class of E}. 
The properties, 
ab I’ a’b’ e ba I’ b’a’, (2) 
ab r* a’b’ o ba r* b’a’ (3) 
follow directly from the definitions. 
EXAMPLES. Consider the graph in Fig. 1. Its implication classes are: 
A, = {ab, ac}, A, = {bd, cd}, 4 = WI, 
A;’ = {ba, ca}, A;’ = {db, dc}, A;l = {da}. 
Then we have C(E) = {$ , -il, , A,}. 
The graph in Fig. 2 has only one implication class: 
A = {ab, cb, cd, ed, ea, ba, bc, de, de, ae> = A 
and C(E) = {A). 
a b 
'/'Lj; 
c 
'9' 
FIGURE 1 FIGURE 2 
Let ab = a,b, ra,b, I’ ..a rakbi, = cd be given. For each i = l,..., k 
we have 
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since this added middle edge equals one of the other two. ence we may 
state the following: 
PROPOSITION 0. If ab I’* cd, then there exists a Y-chain from ab to cd 
of the form 
ab = a,b, ralb, Ta,b, Ta,b, r .*. I’akb, = cd. 
We willl use this proposition in the proofs of a number of theorems, 
3. LOCAL FORCING AND THE TRIANGLE LEMMA 
In this section we prove some useful properties about comparability 
graphs. The nomenclature developed here will be used throughout the 
paper in our investigation of both comparability graphs as well as arbitrary 
undirected graphs. 
The following lemma will be very useful. 
THE TRIANGLE LEMMA. Let A, B, C be implication classes of cm 
undirected graph (V, E) with A # B, A # C-l, having edges ab E C, 
ac E B, bc E A (see Fig. 3). If b’c’ E A, then ab’ E C and ac’ E B. 
ProoJ: By Proposition 0 there exists a r-chain 
bc = b,c, r b,c, T blc, T’ .‘* I’b,c, = b’c’. 
By induction on i, we have the following implications: 
[B 3 aci B bi+lci E A] * ab,,, E E, 
bi+lbi $ E 3 abi+l r abi E C, 
[C-l 3 bi+la r bi+lci+, E A] 3 acicl E: E, 
c~+~c~ $ E + aci+l .T aci E 
Therefore, in particular, ab’ = ab, E C and ac’ = aclc E B. 
a 
c 
b c 
A 
FIGURE 3 
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COROLLARY T. Let ?i, B, G be mutually’ disjoint members of C(E) 
having ab E C, ac E B, bc E A. If a’b’ E C and b’c’ E A, then a’c’ E B. 
The proof uses two applications of the Triangle Lemma. 
The next two theorems relate the implication classes of a graph with 
transitive orientability. The whole story, so to speak, will not be told 
until Section 5. 
THEOREM 1. If F is a transitive orientation of an undirected graph 
(V, E) and A is an implication class of E, then A n A-l = % and either 
Fnd=AorFnA=A-l. 
THEOREM 2. Let A be an implication class of an undirected graph 
(V, E). ,either 
(I) A = 2 = A-l, or 
(II) A n A-l = @, A and A-l are transitive, and they are the only 
transitive orientations of .A. 
COROLLARY 3. Let B and C be implication classes of an undirected 
graph. If B n C # o, then B = C. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Property (1) implies inductively that either 
(i) A n F = m or (ii) A CF. 
(i) Now A n F = m and A C F + F-l imply A 2 F-l. Therefore 
A-l _C F. Finally, since F n F-l = C’ so too A n A-l = rzc and 
F n (A u A-l) = A-l. 
(ii) Similarly A C F implies A n A-l = 0, hence F n 2 = A. 
Proof of Theorem 2. (I) Assume A n A-l # m . Let ab E A n A-l, 
then ba E A-l. If cd E A-l, we have cd I’* ba. Therefore, by Property (2), 
dc r* ab E A-l. Thus dc E A-l, implying cd E A. So A-! C A, giving 
A=AuA-l=k 
(II) Assume A n A-l = m and let ab, bc E A. Now ac $ E * 
ab r cb + cb E A +- bc E A-l, contradiction. Thus ac E E. 
Let B be the implication class of E containing UC, and suppose A f B. 
Since A # A-l and ab E A, the Triangle Lemma implies ab E B, contra- 
diction. Thus ac E A, and A is transitive. Furthermore, A transitive 
implies that A-l is transitive. 
Finally, A is an implication class of iI, so by Theorem 1, A and A-l 
are the only transitive orientations of A. 
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4. THE NUMBER OF TRANSITIVE ~K~~~TAT~GN~ 
If an undirected graph (V, E) has a transitive orientation F, then PI- 
is also a TRO of E. In this section we determine the number of transitive 
orientations of an undirected graph (V, E), denoted by t(E), and we give 
a procedure for constructing them. An alternate method for calculating 
t(E) appears in Shevrin and Filippov [253. 
Let Km+r be a complete graph on m + 1 vertices. A transitive orienta- 
tion of K m+l partially orders its vertices, however, since each pair of 
distinct vertices will be comparable the ordering is a total 
@near ordering). Conversely, any total ordering of the vertices 
yields a transitive orientation by directing each edge from larger towar 
smaller. Therefore 
d(K,,,) = the number of total orderings of m t 3 elements 
= (m + l)! 
Recall that C(E) = (2 1 A is an implication class of E). A complete 
subgraph ( VS , S) on m + 1 vertices of an undirected graph (V, E) will 
be called a simplex of dimension m if each undirected edge & of 5’ is 
contained in a different member of C(E). A simplex is maximal if it is 
not properly contained in any larger simplex. Each undirected edge z 
of E is a simplex of dimension one. 
The multiplex M of dimension m generated by a simplex S of dimension 
m is defined to be the following undirected subgraph of E: 
M=(ab~Eiabr*x)?for~omexy~S) 
or alternatively 
M= WA, where the union is over all A c C(E) 
suchthat AnS # .a” 
Thus M is the union of the &m(m + 1) members of C(E) represented by 
the edges of the simplex S. (This number is due to S being a complete 
graph on m + 1 vertices.) We will soon see that Mis a maximal multiplex 
if and only if S is a maximal simplex, as well as seeing many more 
interesting correspondences between them. 
If we assign a different color to each member of C(E) and paint each 
edge of E accordingly, a complete subgraph S whose edges are each 
painted a different color is a simplex. The collection of edges of E painted 
the same color as some edge of S is a multiplex. For example, if there is 
a red, white, and blue triangle in the graph, then the set of all red, white, 
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and blue edges is a multiplex of dimension two. The. expressions tricolored 
triangle and simplex of dimension two are synonymous. 
An isomorphism between two simplices (VI , S,> and (V, , S,) of an 
undirected graph is a bijection f: V, + V, such that ab r*f(a) f(b) for 
each distinct pair a, b E VI . It is thus possible to lay S, on top of S, so 
that the colors of their edges match. 
THEOREM 4. Let (VT , T) be a simplex generating the multiplex M 
and (Vs , 5’) a simplex contained in M. Then (V, , S) is isomorphic to a 
subsimplex of (V, , T). 
COROLLARY 5. Simplices generating the same multiplex are isomorphic. 
Proof. Choose an edge ab ES. Since T generates M, there exists 
an edge a’b’ E T such that ab I’* a’b’. Define f(a) = a’ and f (b) = b’. 
Consider any other vertex c E Vs . By two applications of the Triangle 
Lemma it can be shown that there exists a vertex c’ E V, such that 
ac r* a’c’ and bc r* b’c’. Define f(c) = c’. Thus f is defined for all 
vertices of V, and is injective by Corollary T. Finally, for distinct vertices 
c, d E Vs different from a, since ac rx a’c’ and ad I’* a’d’, we have 
cd I’* c’d’ by Corollary T. 
The following lemma allows us to build simplices. 
LEMMA 6. Let (V, , 5’) be a simplex of an undirected graph (V, E) 
generating a multiplex M. If E contains a tricolored triangle abc such that 
ab E M, ac $ M, then we may adjoin the vertex c to (Vs , S) to get the 
larger simplex (V, , S,) containing (V, , S) where 
v, = v.s u ic>, 
S, = Su(zl de Vs], 
Proof. Let us assume that E contains a simplex of dimension two 
(a tricolored triangle) abc such that ab E M and ac $ M. Since ab E M 
we have xy r* ab for some edge xy E S. The Triangle Lemma implies 
that XC and yc are in the same two distinct classes of C(E), respectively, 
as are ac and bc. 
Suppose yc E M, then there exists an edge y’c’ ES with y’c’ r* yc, 
(because yc must be the same color as some edge in S). The Triangle 
Lemma implies that xc r xc’, however, xc $ M while xc’ E M, a contra- 
diction. Thus yc $ M. 
Next let d E V, , d # x, y. Certainly dc E E since xd E S, xc 6 M. 
Whereas the edges xd and yd of S are in different members of C(E), 
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the edge dc is in a different class than at least one of them. Therefore, at 
least one of the triangles xa’c or ydc is tricolored and satisfies the hypothesis 
of the lemma, so by what was proved in the preceding paragraph de $ M. 
Thus dc E E - M for every vertex d E V, . 
We will shoti next that 
if the edges dc (d E V,) are not all different coiors, 
then they all must be I’*-related. (4) 
Assume dc E E - M for all d E Vs and that &, d’c E d E C(E). If A 
has no TRQ, then Theorem 2(I) implies dc P d’c. If 2 has a T 
then Theorem 2(H) implies de r* d’c since dd’ $ A. Suppose zc g d for 
some z s Vs . Since zd $ A, the Triangle Lemma implies that zd’ I’* zd 
which contradicts the definition of simplex. Therefore, zc E d and so 
it too is P-related to dc. This proves (4). 
Because xc and JV are in different members of C(E), Property (4) 
shows that each undirected edge in 
is contained in a different member of C(E). Therefore, S, is a simpiex 
on the vertices V, u (c}, ‘it contains S and dim S, = 1 + dim S. This 
concludes the proof of Lemma 6. 
Corollary T tells us that if an undirected graph contains a red, white, 
and blue triangle, then anywhere in the graph where we find a red edge ab 
and a white edge bc, the edge UC will be blue. Suppose there is a multiplex 
M containing a red, white, and blue triangle. The next theorem shows, 
In particular, that every red, white, and blue triangle is part of a simplex 
generating M. 
THEOREM 7. Let S be a simplex contained in a multiplex M. There 
exists a simplex SIM generating M such that S C S, . 
ProoJ: If dim S = dim M, then S itself generates M. We proceed by 
induction assuming the theorem to be true for any simplex of dimension 
greater than dim S. 
Let T be any simplex generating kK Since dim T = dim only some 
of the edges of T have “cousins” in S of the same color. These are the 
ones contained in Ml defined here as the multiplex generated by S. Thus 
nil, C M. Since Tis connected it has a tricolored triangle abc with ab E MI , 
ac $ MI . By Lemma 6, we can adjoin the vertex c to S creating a simplex 
S, containing S and of one dimension larger. Thus by induction there is 
a simplex SM generating M such that S C S, C S, I 
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Theorems 4.and 7 can be summarized as follows: 
COROLLARY 8. Let M, , M2 be multiplexes with M, C Mz . . 
(i) Every simplex generating M1 is contained in a simplex generating 
M, s 
(ii) Every simplex generating Mz contains a subsimplex which 
generates M1 . 
THEOREM 9. Let M be the multiplex generated,by a simplex S. M is a 
maximal multiplex if and only if S is a maximal simplex. 
Proof. (*) Follows directly from the definition of multiplex. 
(+) Suppose S is maximal and M C ,M’ where M’ is another 
multiplex. Since S C MC M’, Theorem 7 implies the existence, of a 
simplex s’ containing S with S’ generating M’. But the maitimality of S 
yields S = s’, so M = M’. 
By virtue of the preceding theorem and corollary we can now locate 
a maximal multiplex by a local search of the edges. We pick an edge at 
random and build up successively larger simplices each containing its 
predecessor until the simplex we have is maximal. It then generates a 
maximal multiplex. The next theorem implies that the maximal multi- 
plexes partition the edges of E. 
THEOREM 10. If M1 and M2 are maximal multiplexes of an undirected 
graph, then either M1 n M, = m or M1 = M, . 
Proof. Let S, , S, be simplices generating n/r, , M, respectively. By 
Theorem 9, S, and S, are maximal. Suppose M1 n M, # m and M,‘# M,, 
then some edges of S, are in Ml and some are not. Because S, is connected, 
it must contain a tricolored triangle abc with ab E M, and’ ac 6 M1 : By 
Lemma 6, we can construct a larger simplex S, containing S, , contra- 
dicting the maximality. Thus one of the alternatives of the theorem must 
hold. 
THEOREM 11. If A is an implication class of an undirected graph (V, E) 
such that A = 2, then A itself is a maximal multiplex of dimension one. 
Proof follows directly from the Triangle Lemma and the definition of 
multiplex. 
A simplex of dimension m has (m + 1) ! transitive orientations as we 
have seen before. Moreover, a transitive orientation of the simplex 
extends uniquely to a transitive orientation of the multiplex generated 
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by it, except when the multiplex is itself an implication class and hence 
not transitively orientable by Theorem 2. Conversely, a transitive orienta- 
tion of a multiplex restricts uniquely to a transitive orientation of any 
simplex contained in it. 
THEOREM 12. Let M be a multiplex ofdimension m. .If M is t~an~~tive~~ 
oriefitable, then t(M) = (m + l)! 
Theorem I1 shows that the only case in which M might fail to 
transitively orientable is when m = 1. 
Proof. The theorem is a consequence of the discussion in the paragraph 
preceding it. We will therefore wish to justify that discussion 
Let FS be a TRO of a simplex S of dimension m. Let A, ,..., Al, 
(k = +m(m + 1)) be the implication classes containing the edges of Fs . 
The Ai are distinct, and & + ... + ,i& = M is the multiplex generate 
by S. If m = 1, then Al is a TRO of it4 = &, if and only if A, f A, . 
Assumem>I,thenF=A,+ ... + AI, is certainly an orientation of 
by Theorems 2 and 11. Let abEAi, bcEAj. If i=j, then acEAi by 
transitivity of Ai . If i # j, then ac E E since Ai n & = a. Suppose 
ca E F, then the individual transitivity of Ai and Ai implies ca E At for 
some i + t f j. Theorem 4, however, implies that there exist edges a’b”, 
PC’, da’ E S such that a’b’ E Ai , b’c’ E Aj , and c’a’ E At ) contradiction 
the transitivity of FS . Therefore, ac E F and F is transitive. 
Conversely, given a TRO F2 of M, its restriction Fz n S is a T 
since ab, bc E E;; n S, and Fz transitive and S complete collectively imply 
ac E FC A S. Theorem 12 is therefore proved. 
The partition of an undirected graph (V, E) into its maximal multi- 
plexes E = MI + +*- + Mrc will be referred to as its ~-decomposition. 
It is unique up to the order of the Mi . Having just examined the transitive 
orientability of a multiplex, let us now investigate the transitive orienta- 
bihty of E. The next major theorem shows a one-to-one correspondents 
between the transitive orientations of the MS and those of E. 
THEOREM 13. Let E = MI + *. * + Mk where each Mi is a maximal 
mult@iex of E. 
(i) -5f F is a TRO of E, then F n Adi is a TRO of Mi . 
(ii) If Fl ,..., Fk are TRO’s of MI ,...) Mk respectively, then 
FI -I- -.. + F;, is a TRO of E. 
(iii) t(E) = t(M,) t(M,) *-a t(M,). 
(iv) If E is a comparability graph and mi = dim Mi j, fhen 
t(E) = J$=, (mi + 1) ! 
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Proof. Statement (iii) follows from (i) and (ii) while (iv) is implied 
by (iii) and Theorem 12. 
(i) Assume F is a TRO of E and let ab, bc E F n Mi . Suppose 
ac 6 M, , then abc must not be a tricolored triangle. Therefore, ab, bc E A 
for some A E C(E). Thus ab, be E F n 3, and F n A equals either A or 
A-l both of which are transitive by Theorems 1 and 2. Hence ac f A, 
contradiction. 
(ii) Assume Fl ,..., E;, are TRO’s of Ml ,..., Mk respectively. ‘We 
will show that Fl + .a. + FIC is transitive. Let ab E Fi , bc E Fj . If i = j, 
then ac E Fi by transitivity of Fi . If i # j, then ab and bc are in different 
members of C(E) so ac E E. Since abc cannot be a tricolored triangle 
and hence contained in a single multiplex, it follows that ac E Mi + Mj . 
But if ca EFY + Ff , then transitivity gives a contradiction. Thus 
acEI;i $ Ff. 
Summarizing the results of this section we have shown that the maximal 
multiplexes partition the edges and act independently with respect to 
transitive orientation. They are generated by maximal simplices which 
can be built up from a single edge by a local search. Simplices generating 
the same multiplex are isomorphic. Finally, the number of transitive 
orientations of an undirected graph is a product of factorials depending 
on the dimension of its maximal multiplexes. 
5. SCHEMES AND G-DECOMPOSITIONS 
In this section we describe another method of calculating transitive 
orientations and of determining transitive orientability. In addition we 
discover an invariant associated with any given undirected graph. This 
invariant is due to an underlying matroid structure which we characterize. 
Let (V, E) be an undirected graph. E = B, + B2 + a.* + Ble is called 
a G-decomposition of E if Bi is an implication class of i$ + .*. + Bk 
for all i = 1 ,..., k. A sequence of edges [el , e2 ,..., eJ is called a scheme 
for E if there exists a G-decomposition E = & + iZ2 + ..* + Bk such 
that ei E .& for i = l,..., k. 
For a given G-decomposition there will be many corresponding 
schemes, (any set of representatives from the Bi). However, for a given 
scheme there exists exactly one corresponding G-decomposition which 
can be constructed as follows: 
Given a sequence of edges [e, , e2 ,..., ek] we define Bi inductively to 
be the implication class of E - (E, + *.. + B&) which contains e, . If 
in this construction we find that ei E B, + **. + B,-1 or that 
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$ BJ f 0, then the sequence we are considering is not 
We note that every undirected graph has a G-decomposition and 
perhaps many. fn @olumbic [17] we have stated the construction of 
schemes and G-decompositions in a more algorithmic manner. This 
technique was originated in a somewhat different form by Even, 
and Lempel [S, 211. 
Let [el , e2 ,..., e,] be a scheme for E with corresponding G-decomposi- 
tion B, + B, + .*a + B, . The sequence with ei replaced by e;l is again 
a scheme whose G-decomposition has Bi replaced by B;‘. 
In constructing a G-decomposition for an und~r~~te~ graph we 
repeatedly remove the edges contained in the symmetric closure of one 
implication class, thus forming another graph on the same set of vertices 
but with fewer edges. An implication class of the new graph is certamly 
the union of edges of some number of implication classes of the original 
graph since removing edges may cause certain old classes to merge, as 
can be seen by removing an edge of the triangle. We now examine exactly 
how the old classes merge. 
THEQREM 14. Lef A be an impiication class of an zmdireeled graph 
( V, E) au?d D be an implication class of E - 2. Either 
(I) D is an implication class sf E, and A is an implication class of 
E- B; or 
(II) I) = B f C where B, C are implic~t~o?~ classes of E, and 
ALg+ c is a multiplex of E of dimension 2. 
COROLLARY 15. Let A be an implication class OJ~ an undirected graph 
( Y, Ej. If A = 2, then all other implication classes of E are again implication 
ciasses of E - A. 
COROLLARY 16. Let A be an implication class oj’an zmdirected graph 
(V, Ej, then j C(E)] = m + 1 C(E - A21 where m is the dimension of the 
maximal multiplex of E containing A. 
Proof. Removing A from E may cause some implication classes of E 
to merge. Let B be the union of k implication classes of E. 
Assume k 9 2, then there exists a triangle abc with bc E 2 and either 
ac E B and ab E C or ca E B and ba E C where B, C are distinct implication 
classes of E contained in D. Without loss of generality we may assume 
ac E B, ab E C since the other case is identical for D-l. Suppose B -= C-l, 
then ba, ac E B. But bc $ B, so by Theorem 2, B = B = B-l implying 
582b3!22/1-6 
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B = C, contradiction. Therefore I? n C = @ and abc is a tricolored 
triangle making /i: + B + C a multiplex of dimension 2. 
Furthermore, any r-chain in E - A containing edges from B and C 
could not contain edges from other implication classes since all triangles 
in .E with one edge in d and a second edge in B (resp. C) must have its 
third side in C (resp. I?) and would be isomorphic as a simplex to abc. 
Thus k = 2 and D = B + C. 
Finally, we will show that if k = 1, then A is an implication class of 
E - D. By what we have already proved, if A is not an implication class 
of E - D, then a + 2 + A, is a two-dimensional multiplex of E for 
some third implication class A, of E, However, this implies that D alone 
is not an implication class of E - A, contradicting k = 1. So indeed A 
is an implication class of E - 4. 
The proof of the first corollary follows directly from Theorem 11, 
while the second corollary is a result of A being a part of exactly m - 1 
different multiplexes of dimension two. 
The next theorem is of major importance since it legitimizes the use of 
G-decompositions as a constructive tool for deciding whether an 
undirected graph is a comparability graph, and if so, producing a transitive 
orientation. Condition (iv) is the traditional characterization due to 
Gilmore and Hoffman [ 151 and Ghouila-Houri [ 131. 
THEOREM 17 [TRO Theorem). Let (V, E) be an undirected graph with 
G-decomposition E = B, + *.. + Bk . The following statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) (V, E) is a comparability graph; 
(ii) A n A-* = % for all implication classes A of E; 
(iii) Bi n B;l = @ for i = l,..., k; 
(iv) Every “circuit” of edges v1v2 , v,v, ,..., v,vI E E such that 
II~-~v~ , v4v2 , v~-~v~+~ $ E (for i = 2 ,..., q - 1) has even length. 
Furthermore, when these conditions hold, BI +- a*. + B, is a transitive 
orientation of E. 
ProoJ: (i) 3 (ii). This is precisely Theorem 1. 
(ii) 5 (iii). We will proceed by induction. Since BI is an implication 
class of E, we have BI n B,-” = m. If k = 1, then we are done. Assume 
the implication is true for all G-decompositions of graphs of length less 
than k. Then, in particular, it is true for E - $ . 
Let D be an implication class of E - B, . By Theorem 14, either D is 
an implication class of E in which case D n D-l = 0, or D = B + C 
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where B and C are implication classes of E such that B n C = iiri ~rn~l~i~~ 
D A D-l = (B + C) n (B-l + C-l) 
= (B A B-l) + (C n C-3 
= m. 
Therefore, by induction, Bi IT &’ = .@, for i = 2,..., k. 
(iii) 5 (i). Let E = B, f .*. + BK be a G-decomposition of E with 
Bi n B;’ = m . By Theorem 2, B, is transitive. If k = 1, then the implica- 
tion holds. Assume the implication is true for all ~-decompositions of 
graphs of length less than k. By this assumption: P = Bz C ... -+ Bk is 
a TRO of E - B, . We must show that B1 + F is transitive. 
Let ab, bc E B1 + F. If both these edges are in B1 or both in 4;; then 
by the individual transitivity of Bl and F, ac E Bl + F~ Assume, therefore, 
that ab E B1 and bc ~lr which implies ab p* cb, so ac E E. What would 
happen if 6tc $ Bl i F? Then ca E Bl t F. However, 
and 
casB1,abEB1 =- cbEBI, a contradiction, 
casF,bcEF* baEF, a contradiction. 
Thus ac E Bl + F. Similarly, ab E F and bc E Bl imply ckc E B, + F. So 
indeed B, + ..+j-B,isaTROofE. 
(iv) + (i). Suppose v1v2 E A n A-l # ~5. By Proposition 0, there 
exists a F-chain 
By construction, q is odd, since all first coordinates have an odd index. 
Furthermore, v1v2 , vBvg ,..., vqvl is such a circuit, a contradiction. 
Conversely, if E has such a circuit of odd length q, then 
VlvZ r v3v2 r vsv4 r -.‘ r vgv:g-l r v,vl r v,~, 
is a F-chain in E, implying that A n A-l # 1;7 for the implication class A 
containing vJvB , a contradiction. 
THEoREM 18. Let [e, , e, ,..., ek] be a scheme for an ~~~~i~,ec~e~ graph 
(V, E) Andre apermutation ofthe numbem { I,..., Jc). Then [e,c,) f e,,(,) ,...,c,(~)I 
is also a scheme for (V, E). 
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Proof If k = 1, then there is nothing to prove, Assume therefore 
that k>2. Let B,+B,+..* + %I, be the G-decomposition corre- 
sponding to the scheme. Theorem 14 allows us to commute edges 
occurring next to each other in a scheme in the following manner: Fix 
i < k. Let Ei = I& + *a. + Bk. 
Ci = implication class of Ei containing e,, , 
C,+l = implication class of Ei - ei containing ei _ 
By Theorem 14, either (I) Bi+l = Ci and Bi = &, so that B, + B,+l = 
G + ci+l P or (II) there exists an implication class A of Ei such that 
Bi+l = A + Ci and z’i+l = A + & , also implying that Bi + &+1 = 
ei + c,+1 . Consequently in either case B, + .** + c, + I?,+, f *a* + B, 
is a G-decomposition of E with scheme [e, ,..., ei, , es ,..., e,]. 
But every permutation can be expressed as a composition of such local 
commutations (often called transpositions), from which the theorem 
follows. 
THEOREM 19. Let (V, E) be an undirected graph. Each scheme for E 
has the same length. Each G-decomposition of E has the same length. If 
kl , e2 ,..., ek] and [fi , fi ,..., fk] are schemes for E, then for any e, there 
exists ff such that [e, ,..., eiwl ,fj , ei+r ,..., ek] is also a scheme for E. 
Proof. If E has an implication class A such that E = A, then any 
scheme has length one and any edge can be chosen as a scheme. Therefore, 
assume that the theorem is true for all graphs which have fewer implication 
classes than E, and let [e, , e2 ,..., elc] and [fi , f2 ,..., fJ be schemes for E 
with k, m 2 2. Choose ei making sure (by using Theorem 18 if necessary) 
that it is not in the first position. If E = cl + C, + a.. + C, is the 
G-decomposition corresponding to [fi , fi ,...,fJ, then e, E C, for some p. 
Thus K. ,...,fp+ , el ,fp+l ,...,fml is also a scheme for E. Theorem 18 
then implies that [el , f’ ,..., fPel , f,+* ,..., fm] is a scheme for E. 
Finally, both [ee ,..., ei ,..., eJ and V; ,..., f,-, , f,+l ,..., fm] are schemes 
for E - 3 where B is the implication class of E containing e, . Since 
E - B has fewer implication classes than E, by induction the lengths 
k - 1 and m - 1 are equal and there exists some fj which can replace ei 
in its scheme. In conclusion, since corresponding G-decompositions and 
schemes have the same length, all G-decompositions of E must have the 
same length. 
Thus we have found a number associated with an undirected graph 
which is invariant over all schemes and G-decompositions of the graph, 
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namely the length of any scheme or G-decomposition of (V, E). We will 
denote this number by g(E). 
THEOREM 20. Let (V, E) be an undirectedgraph andE = MI -/- *a* i 
where Mi is a maximal multiplex of E of dimension md . Then g(E 
m + -of + m k* 
Proo$. Let A E C(E) satisfy A C nit, . Now iI& - A is a rn~~ti~~~~ of 
dimension m,-1, and E-?f=(MI-~J+M,+~.~+ 
~-decomposition of E - A. Since j C(E)/ > 1 C(E - ;I>i, we m 
by induction that g(E - A) = (m, - 1) + m, + **. + rnk . Therefore 
g(E)=ml+m,+~~+ml,. 
THEOREM 21. If 01 equals the largest number of vertices of (V, E> no 
two of which have an edge between them, then g(E) < j V / - CC 
&oaf. If 01 = j V 1, then the graph has no edges and g(E) = 0. 
proceed by induction on j V 1 - a. Let VI be a set of cx vertices no two 
of which have an edge between them. Let a be any otber vertex. By the 
maximality of ~1, the set of edges {ab E E j b E V,Z is nonempty and is 
wholly contained in some implication class A of E. Consider therefore 
E - A. Since 110 two of the vertices of VI w (a> have an edge between 
them in E - A, it foUows by induction that g(E - A) < / Y / - (CY + 1) 
Therefore, g(E) < 1 V j - 01. 
Let (V, E) be a comparability graph with ~~de~ompos~tiQ~ E = 
$ + .I- + B, and corresponding scheme [e, ,..., eic]. As we mentioned 
earlier, replacing ei by e;’ in the scheme is equivalent to replacing 
B;’ thus giving a new transitive orientation of E. Therefore, we have 
here 2gcE) TRO’s of E since k = g(E). There may, however, be others; 
the scheme [e,(,) )...? e,(,j] may even give a transitive orientation of E 
different from the 29iE” above. In fact, the only time when these 2’J@?, 
# triangles = g(E) - 1 
FIGURE 4 
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represent all the TRW of E is when each maximal multiplex of E is of 
dimension one. (This follows from Theorems 12 and 20 and the inequality 
2” < (m + 1) ! for m > 1.) For example, g(K,+,) = m and t(&J = 
(m + l)! for the complete graph on m + 1 vertices. On the other hand, 
the graph in Fig. 4 has t(E) = 29cE). 
STORY 
The owner of a large railroad decided to introduce his sons into the 
business. He asked his eldest to choose any two cities between which 
they provide train service, and the father would give him control of that 
run. The lad chose New York-Philadelphia. But the boy was clever and 
reasoned with his father saying, “Since you operate service between 
Harrisburg and Philadelphia and I operate the New York-Philadelphia 
trains, and since we don’t offer any direct service between Harrisburg 
and New York, why not give me also the Harrisburg-Philadelphia run 
for the convenience of our passengers who would otherwise be burdened 
with their heavy luggage in changing trains !” 
The father was convinced by the son’s argument and gave him the 
extra rail link. The son, encouraged by his success, continued this type 
of reasoning for triples of cities that fit the above pattern and accumulated 
more rail lines until finally no more triples of that ,form were left. His 
father handed him the corresponding deeds; they embraced and the son 
left to go out on his own. 
The father continued the same process with his other sons, giving 
one rail line and then also giving any other link A-B when the son already 
controlled B-C provided they.did not operate A-C between the two of 
them. Finally, the father has given away his entire rail system. 
Theorem 19 shows that no matter how each son makes his initial free 
choice, exactly g(E) sons get portions of the railroad, where (V, E) is 
the graph whose vertices are the cities and edges the rail links. 
A matroid consists of a nonempty @nit@ set E of elements together 
with a nonempty collection p of subsets.of E, called bases satisfying the 
following properties: 
(1) no base properly contains another base; 
(2) if B,,B,E/3 and XEB~, then there exists an element, y E B, 
such that (Bl - x +. y) G p. 
Theorems 18 and 19 imply the next main result. 
THEOREM 22. Let (V, E) be an undirected graph. 
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fi) (E, ,/3) is a matroid> where (el ,.*., eJ E /3 ifand only if [el ?~*.) ek] 
is a scheme for E. 
W (W3, ,WD is a matroid, where C(E) is the set of symmetric 
closures of implication classes of E, and (Al ,..., A,) E ,%(I?) af aBd only $ 
(pi ,a'+3 ek]e)pforeiE&. 
ProoJ The order in which the edges appear in a scheme is important 
for the G-decomposition it will produce. Theorem 18, however, allows 
us to treat schemes as sets of chosen representative edges in which order 
is not relevant. By Theorem 19, these subsets satisfy the axioms of a 
matroid. 
These matroids are of a very special type. Let us see exactly what 
class of matroids arise in this manner. 
By Theorem 14, the free choices made in one maximal multiplex in 
no way inAuence choices made in any other maximal multiplex. Therefore~ 
it suffices to investigate a maximal simplex (VS , 8) of dimension m. Its 
free choices (m of them) constitute the edges of a spanning tree of (VS , 5’). 
Why is that? It is certainly true if m = 1 or tn = 2. If it were false, then 
there wirould be a scheme containing a simple cycle of edges 
DOVE, u.+I~ ,..., vkvl of minimal length k over all schemes. By Theorem 14, 
k f; 3. Again by Theorem 34, vgvg could be replaced by vIua in the scheme, 
forming another scheme with a cycle of length less than k, contradicting 
minimality. Therefore, the m edges contain no simple cycles and must 
be a sparming tree of (V, , S), since there are m edges and m t 1 vertices. 
Furthermore, any spanning tree of ( VS , 3’) is a scheme since it contains m 
edges and for every other edge ab the tree provides a path e, , e, ,..., e, 
from a to b which, when used successively in the construction of a 
G-decomposition, will also eliminate the edge alp. 
Two matroids (El , ,Q and <Ez , pz) are isomor~b~c if there exists a 
bijection f: EI +- E2 such that 
Let %9t denote the family of matroids !!I1 = {(C(E), /3(E)) / E is an 
undirected graph}. From the above discussion we can now state a charac- 
terization of the matroids in %R. 
THEOREM 23. A matroid is in the family ‘9.X if and only if it is isomorphic 
to the matroid of spanning trees of a set of disjoint complete graphs. 
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6. TYPES OF PARTIAL ORDERINGS AND THEIR GRAPHS 
We have stated before that a transitive orientation of an undirected 
graph’ (V, E) is a partial order of V whose comparability relation is E. 
If we strengthen the axioms of our ordering, what class of graphs will 
admit such an orientation? Conversely, given a special class of com- 
parability graphs, what can we say about their transitive orientations? 
Let R be a binary relation on a set X. We define the following conditions: 
(Cl) [xRy, zRw] 3 [xRw or zRy] for all x, y, z, w E X, 
(C2) [xRy, yRz] q [XRW or w&l for all x, y, 2, w E X, 
(C3) MY, YeI =j k&l for all x, y, z E X, 
(C3’) [xRz] rj [xRy or yRz] for all x, y, 2 E X. 
Clearly C3 and C3’ are equivalent. 
R is an interva2 order if it is antireflexive and satisfies Cl. 
R is a semiorder if it is antireflexive and satisfies Cl and C2. 
R is a weak order if it is antireflexive, antisymmetric, and satisfies C3. 
One can easily show the following implications: 
R is a weak order 3 R is a semiorder 3 R is an interval order 
3 R is partial order. 
THEOREM 24. Let (V, E) be an undirected graph. The following state- 
ments are equivalent: 
(i) E has an orientation which is a weak order; 
(ii) E is a comparability graph and every transitive orientation of E 
is a weak order; 
(iii) EC is the union of disjoint complete subgraphs; 
(iv) E is a complete multipartite graph. 
Proof. (iii) * (ii). Suppose E is not TRO, then there is an implication 
class A of E which equals A-l. Let ab E A. By Proposition 0, there exists 
a r-chain 
ab = a,b, I’ a,b, I’ a,bl r **a I’ anbnW1 r anbn = ba. 
Now either bi = bi+l or bibit E EC for each i, so by our assumption of 
(iii), the vertices b( induce a complete subgraph of EC. In particular, 
ab = b,b, E EC, contradiction. 
Let F be a transitive orientation of E. We must show that F satisfies C3. 
However this follows immediately from (iii). 
(ii) * (i). Obvious. 
(iii> o (iv). Obvious. 
(i) =S (iii). Let F be an orientation of E w-hi& is a weak order. If 
xy, yz E EC for three distinct vertices, then xy, yz #I? and zy, yx 4 F 
which imply, respectively, xz $ F and zx 6 F. Thus xz E EC, and EC is the 
union of disjoint complete subgraphs. 
The next two theorems are extensions of Fishburn [IQ] and 
Their proofs are straightforward and are thus omitted. 
An undirected graph is an interval graph if there exists a one-to-one 
correspondence between its vertices and a set of intervals of the real line 
such that intersecting intervals correspond to adjacent vertices. If 
the intervals have unit length, then the graph is called an ~lz~z~~e~~~~ 
graph. 
THEQREM 25. Let (V, E) be an undirected graph. The following state- 
ments are equivalent: 
(Q E has an orientation which is a semiorder; 
(ii) E is a comparability graph and every transitive orientation of E 
is a semiorder; 
(iii) EC is an ind@erence graph. 
THEOREM 26. Let (V, E) be an undirected graph. The hollowing state- 
mevzts are equivalent: 
(i) E has an orientation which is an interval order; 
(ii) E is a comparability graph and every transitive orientation of S 
is an interval order; 
(iii) E0 is an interval graph. 
A theorem for lattices analogous to Theorems 24-26 is not possible. 
Figure 5 shows two transitive orientations of the same graph; the first 
is a lattice ordering (even a Boolean algebra) while the second is not. 
Lattice Not a lattice 
FIGURE 5 
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Shevrin and Filippov [253 give a characterization of which graphs admit 
a lattice ordering. 
A binary relation R on a set X is vacuously transitive if R2 = 0. 
Vacuously transitive relations have been studied by Sharp [24]. One can 
easily show that an undirected graph has a vacuously transitive orientation 
if and only if it is bipartite. 
7. OPERATIONS ON GRAPHS AND TRANSITIVE ORIENTABILITY 
In this section we will show that transitive orientability is preserved 
under union, join, and composition of graphs. 
Let (V, E) be a graph, X C V and Ex = (ab E E j a, b E X). The graph 
(X, Ex) is called the subgraph induced by X. If (V, F) is a transitive orienta- 
tion of an undirected graph (V, E) and X C V, then (X, F,) is a transitive 
orientation of (X, Ex). Thus each induced subgraph of a comparability 
graph is a comparability graph. 
For any two disjoint graphs G = (V, E) and G’ = (vl, E’), that is, 
V n v’ = o, we define the following graphs: 
Union: G u G’ Regard the two 
vertices = VU V’ graphs as a 
edges = E v E’ single graph. 
Join: G v G’ Add an edge 
vertices = Vu V’ between each 
edges = E u E’ u (V x V’) vertex of one 
graph and each 
vertex of the 
other graph. 
Composition: G’(G) Let pairwise disjoint 
copies (V, , E,) of G 
be given for each a E V’. 
vertices = u V, 
ae V’ 
edges = u Ea u U (V, x V,) 
aE V’ abEE’ 
Add an edge from each vertex of V, to each vertex of V, whenever ab 
is an edge of G’. 
THEOREM 27. Transitive orientability is preserved under union, join, 
and composition. 
COMPARABILITY GIUPWS 
Proo$ Let (V, F) and (Y’, F’) be transitive orientations of G = (V2 E) 
and 6’ = (V’, E’) respectively. It is easy to verify that F u F’ is a 
of G w 6;’ and that F u F’ u (V x V) is a TRO of G v G’. 
Let pairwise disjoint copies (V, , E,) of G be given for each LZ E V’ 
with corresponding transitive orientations (V, , F& Then 
is a transitive orientation of G’(G). 
COROLLARY 28. Let G and G’ be disjoint li~dire~ted graphs. The 
,following statements are equivalent: 
(i) G and G’ are comparability graphs; 
(ii) G u G’ is a comparability graph; 
(iii) G v 6’ is a comparability graph; 
(iv) G’(G) is a comparability graph; 
(v) G(G’) is a comparability graph. 
Proof. Since G and 6’ are induced subgraphs of their union, join, 
and composition, each statement implies (i), The reverse implications 
follow from the theorem. 
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